The word “tasting” means a commercial offer of variety.
“TASTE OF [CITY_NAME]” indicates a culinary festival where you can buy small expensive portions from a range of eateries. A “TASTING MENU” means being served a variety of dishes without choosing.

In Melbourne, Australia, we noticed this is sometimes called “Feed me”, or even “Just feed me!”, which emphasizes that you don’t have to make any choices.

In Japanese, one can say “omakase shimasu” Which means “you decide,” or “I trust you, chef!”

In Melbourne, Australia, we noticed this is sometimes called “Feed me”, or even “JUST FEED ME!”, which emphasizes that you don’t have to make any choices.
These kinds of culinary “tourism” are echoed by actual tours that take tourists from place to place within a city or a region to sample culture through cuisine.

At their best, such tours can provide, alongside tasty bites of local foods, substantive information about culture and history—what we call the “social terrain”.

Here Paula Mourenza, a fantastic guide with Culinary Backstreets, discusses a plate of meats and cheeses on a tour in Barcelona.

“Social practice art” sometimes mimics the structures of “tasting menu” or “food tour” to create savory and convivial events, as when Works Progress hosted Mitchell Dose and chef Chris Olson to stage The 100 Course Meal.

But social practice art promises a criticality beyond simply judging the gustatory and aesthetic merits of a dish. Here we see Antonio Miralda with artifacts from his long-running Food Cultura project.
Some artists (claim to) use food to create a sociability that lets us bring to the attention of participants issues that are often left at the door of a restaurant: hunger, sustainability, privilege.

Brecht taught us to hate what he called “culinary theatre” as... BETWEE... "CRITICALITY" AND "DISCRIMINATION"!? "JUDGEMENT" AND "TASTE"?!

Peterson and Clark ask: (How) can we make feeding/eating that is not (only) “culinary”?

SOME ARTISTS (CLAIM TO) USE FOOD TO CREATE A SOCIABILITY THAT LETS US BRING TO THE ATTENTION OF PARTICIPANTS ISSUES THAT ARE OFTEN LEFT AT THE DOOR OF A RESTAURANT: HUNGER, SUSTAINABILITY, PRIVILEGE.
In Sensorium and Melon (sic) Workshop we literally spoon-fed critique to the participants as part of elaborate ambulatory feasts.

In Progressive Dinner we organized social artists to feed farmers and share a meal inspired by activist cuisines.

In Grim(m) Essen, we took Germans on walks in the forest to re-enact food scenes from the Brother’s Grimm tales, and they spontaneously talked about things like war, childhood, and ecology.

And in the Foodways Projects in Darmstadt, Melbourne, and Madison, we create many linked events involving food and conversation.

But as the other “tastes” suggest, we should ask: what is the difference between...

Artists’ performative offerings of convenient, varied food experiences and those paradigms of consumption and privilege??
COST?
SOCIAL PRACTICE ART WORKS ARE MORE OFTEN CHEAP OR FREE...

SKILL?
RELATIONAL ARTISTS, LIKE US, ARE FREQUENTLY AMATEUR RATHER THAN PROFESSIONAL COOKS.

THE FALLEN FRUIT COLLECTIVE LITERALLY MAPS WHERE URBAN FRUIT IS FREE FOR THE TAKING.

INCLUSIVITY?
SOCIAL PRACTICE ART MIGHT BE LESS ELITE THAN FINE DINING BUT IT CERTAINLY HAS SMALLER AUDIENCES THAN FOOD FESTIVALS.

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE NYAMNYAM GROUP (LEFT) MAKES A LIVING FROM A FOOD BUSINESS, AND ALICIA RIOS' INSTALLATIONS (RIGHT) OBVIOUSLY INVOLVE SKILLED PRODUCTION. RIOS IS ALSO A PROFESSIONAL OLIVE OIL TASTER.

CONFLICT KITCHEN REACHES HUNDREDS (BUT SOME OF THEM MIGHT NOT "GET" THAT IT'S ART!)

PERFORMANCE?
ART WORKS MIGHT ASK BEHAVIORS OF PARTICIPANTS THAT ARE CONSIDERED INAPPROPRIATE IN A RESTAURANT.
CRITICALITY?
Social practice art usually thinks it’s about something.

"DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY"?
Food in art can be used in ways that are not necessarily “tasteful” or “tasty.”

Michael Rakowitz implicitly critiqued U.S. imperialism in his Enemy Kitchen project.

For example, Mick Douglas and the Cultural Transports Collective required physical exertion of participants in their Ride on Dinner project.

We think that artists like Theaster Gates use food masterfully, with social import that is far from the negative sense of “culinary.”

But we still sometimes have doubts about the cornucopic excess of some of our own work...

...although those projects ARE a lot of fun.

After all, Brecht also sort of said: "[Food] needs no other passport than fun, but that it has got to have."